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             Association of Nordic LGBTQ Student Organizations

Regular activities

The Board
The board of 2007-2008 was elected at the Annual General Meeting (AGM) in Stockholm, June 2007:

Presidium:

• Ásta Ósk Hlöðversdóttir, president, elected independently of organization and nationality. 
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• Jonna Asplund, vice president, elected independently of organization and nationality. (resigned in January
2008)

• Auður Halldórsdóttir, secretary, FSS - Iceland

• Monika Grzywnowicz, treasurer, SFQ - Sweden (originally elected as a substitute but chosen by the board to be
a treasurer in September 2007)

Board:

• Brynjar Smári Hermannsson, FSS - Iceland

• Audun Gustavsen, UgleZ - Norway

• Arnt V. Arntsen, Skeivt Forum - Norway

• Linda Elstad, SFQ - Sweden

• Nicole Gylemo, SFQ - Sweden (resigned in September)

• Laura Tulehmo, Homoglobiini - Finland

• Ralf Strandell, Homoglobiini - Finland

• Magnus Jorem, BLUS - Denmark

• Jørgen Bollingmo, Skeivt Forum - Norway (Elected as Vice President at EGM in March 2008)

• Gunnar Helgi Guðjónsson, FSS - Iceland (substitute) 

• Erla Katrine Løvseth, UgleZ - Norway (substitute)

• Juhani Mehto, Homoglobiini - Finland (substitute)

• Jacob Lolck, BLUS - Denmark (substitute)

The board had 8 msn meetings in the year 2007 and 2 IRL meetings; in June and in September, both in Stockholm.

Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting of ANSO was held in Stockholm 25 June. The Board had been working on making Policy
Papers that state the purpose of ANSO and what ANSO believes in, which were adopted at the meeting. The structure of
the organization had as well been completely re-designed, introducing a presidium, 2 representatives per country, and
independently elected president and vice president. The old structure gave each member organization one seat on the
board, and one substitute. The changes to the charter, suggested by the Board, were approved.

Presidium
At ANSO's AGM in Stockholm, July 2007, it was decided that the president, vice-president, secretary and treasurer
would form a presidium. Ásta Ósk Hlöðversdóttir was re-elected president, Jonna Asplund re-elected vice-president and
Auður Halldórsdóttir elected secretary. The treasurer, Monika Grzywnowicz, was however not elected at the AGM but at
a board meeting in Stockholm, September 2007. The tasks of the Presidium are to strategically and economically lead
the association between the board meetings. Decisions made by the Presidium are to be confirmed by the following
board meeting. The authority of the Presidium is regulated by charter, policy documents and authorization from the
board. With all of the presidium members currently based in Stockholm, real life meetings could be held weekly. In
November 2007 the vice-president decided to take a break from ANSO work, and in the beginning of 2008 she formally
resigned from her position.
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Extraordinary General Meeting
After the resignation of the Vice President, Jonna Asplund, in January 2008, a call concerning new vice president and
EGM was sent out to all member organizations. The EGM was held on March 26th 2008 on Windows Live Messenger.
The only candidate, Jørgen Bollingmo of Skeivt Forum – Norway, was elected unanimously. 

Office
In November 2006, ANSO was finally registered under Danish law. At the same time an agreement was made with
Studenterhuset in Copenhagen to share an office and official address with BLUS. Tuborgfondet supported the office with
a colour printer/copy machine, which has served to print all PR material for ANSO. In the beginning of September Ásta
Ósk moved to Stockholm to work full time on ANSO as an EVS volunteer for SFG. Then the actual office moved to
Stockholm, sharing facilities with SFG, Sveriges Förenade Gaystudenter and SFS, Sveriges Förenade Studentkårer.
ANSO is though still registered in Denmark.

Members
Skeivt Forum, Oslo, Norway, joined ANSO in July 2007. At the AGM in June, the definition of Nordic was removed from
the charter of ANSO. The Board of ANSO then decided in September to invite Baltic and Polish organizations to join
ANSO. Before the end of the year 2007, applications from 2 Lithuanian and 1 Polish organization had been received,
and these organizations, Lithuanian Gay League, Tolerant Youth and Campaign against Homophobia were accepted. 

The following organizations have been members from the founding of ANSO:

• BLUS – Bøsse/lesbiske studerende, Copenhagen, Denmark

• Friðarbogin, Faroe Islands

• FSS, Organization of Queer Students in Iceland 

• Homoglobiini, Turku, Finland

• SFQ, The Swedish Federation of LGBTQ Student Organizations, Sweden (Formerly SFG)

• UgleZ, queer student organization in Bergen, Norway

Events and projects

Nordic Diversity
The biggest project of the year 2007 was called Nordic Diversity. Its aims were:

• To share experience and knowledge about how to make the work of LGBT organisations, and especially
student organisations, be successful.

• To raise awareness in the Nordic region of the situation for LGBT people in the Faroe Islands, and be of
hand in the fight for human rights there.

and had 2 main phases:

1. Conference in Bergen in February

2. Pride in the Faroe Islands in August 

1. Conference in Bergen in February

During the days 15th – 18th of February, 30 people gathered for a weekend discussing best practises as well as the
situation in the Faroe Islands and Greenland. Participating in the meeting was a great mixture of both new people within
ANSO and experienced activists, even many of the activists who were a part of founding ANSO 2004. During the
meeting the basis for a toolkit for the running of LGBT student organizations was formed, which then hopefully will be
developed further in the year 2008. 
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Big parts of the meeting also focused on the situation for LGBT people in the Faroe Islands and Greenland. One part of
the group brainstormed around the project plan for the Faroe Pride, while another part came up with a how-to-guide to
revive the Greenlandic LGBT movement. Since no LGBT Greenlandic organization exists, we got Avalak - The
Organization of Greenlandic Students in Denmark, to help give us a Greenlandic perspective. 

2. Pride in the Faroe Islands in August 

During the weekend 17th – 19th of August, we organized a pride festival in the Faroe Islands. This event was an important
follow up of the first conference arranged in the framework of ANSO, which included the first pride in the Faroe Islands,
and was held in August 2005. 

The pride this summer was a success. Participating in the Pride Parade itself were around 130 people, and more than
300 people enjoyed a short program at Tórshavn’s main square. The festival was not only the parade, but with program
on Friday, Saturday and Sunday in the Nordic house and the University (Fróðskaparsetrið). Being a student organization
we had a focus on student issues, with representatives from Icelandic, Swedish, Greenlandic, and of course Faroese
student unions participating.

Database project
In the spring 2006 ANSO (organized by FSS), received a grant to organize a project about making an online database in
which student projects (B.Sc., BA, masters etc.) about LGBTQ issues would be collected. The aims were to promote
LGBTQ research, connect young LGBTQ people and academia, and strengthen the relationship between the involved
organisations. During the days, 12th – 15th of April 2007 the evaluation meeting for this project took place in Reykjavík,
Iceland. There the last phases of the project were planned, which then officially ended on June. Unfortunately the
database is not yet in a final form, so it will still be worked on during the year 2008. 

A Queer Perspective on European students
ANSO‘s annual conference was this time hosted by SFG, Federation of Swedish LGBT Student Organizations, in
Stockholm. Participating were not only the usual Nordic suspects, but also members of LGL, Lithuanian Gay League,
Mozaika, Latvia and KPH, Poland. Invited was also NUS UK, but they cancelled at the last minute. In total there were
around 40 participants.

A prep meeting for the conference was held in Stockholm the 8th – 10th of June. Before that, the prep team had met up a
few times in Stockholm. In the team were mostly people from SFG, but also president on ANSO, Ásta Ósk.

The conference itself took place during the days 21st – 29th of June. The official theme and aim of the conference was to
explore queer and heteronormativity and connect it to higher education. Experienced lecturers were brought in to
educate about key concepts like heteronormativity, intersectionality, feminism, etc. The participants were introduced to
RFSL Ungdom’s BRYT!, the queer pedagogical method material, queer theatre groups and went to study visits to HomO,
The Ombudsman against Discrimination on grounds of Sexual Orientation,  and Hallongrottan, a queer feminist
bookstore.

Students for Transgender Inclusion
In the autumn of 2007, the Danish National Agency approved a Youth in Action – Youth Initiative grant for the project
Student for Transgender Inclusion. This is the first Youth in Action grant that ANSO receives independently, i.e. not with
a member organization as the host. 

The idea for a transgender project came up during different ANSO events where the trans topic was brought up. It turned

up that there is a big educational gap concerning trans issues within ANSO and its member organizations. 

The project’s main goal is to provide LGBTQ student organizations with knowledge on transgender issues. By means of
educational materials, such as information booklet, leaflets, posters, charts, movies, as well as lectures provided by
experts in the field, ANSO aims at reducing the educational gap.

This project started with a meeting in Oslo, Norway 31st January – 3rd February. A trans conference was held in Århus,
Denmark during 15th– 21st May. Between these events we produced educational material for the member organizations,
to spread knowledge on transgender issues in their own organizations and encourage people to work with the issue.
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Representations and lectures
During the year ANSO was invited to various events around the region and beyond. Below are some examples of the
bigger ones.

Femnet is an informal network of female student politicians, mainly within ESU, European Students’ Union. It held a
meeting in Roskilde, Denmark in January. ANSO was invited and Ásta Ósk took part in organizing the event.
Participating from ANSO were Ásta Ósk, Linda Elstad, Auður Halldórsdóttir and Jonna Asplund. 

ISFIT, the International Student Festival in Trondheim asked ANSO to do a 3 hour workshop about LGBT youth in a
heteronormative society. Ásta Ósk and Jonna Asplund were the ones doing the workshop.

Global Village – Diversity fair was the contribution of the Polish organization Lambda to Council of Europe’s Week
against Homophobia, which was organized in Warsaw as a part of the All Different – All Equal campaign. ANSO helped
Lambda in financing the event, and then Ásta Ósk travelled together with other representatives from SFG to the event in
March in Warsaw. ANSO and SFG shared a stand together, introducing Nordic student activism.

ESU has 2 Board Meetings per year, as well as seminars. Linda Elstad of SFG, representing ANSO, was invited to both
of them, the first time to be a part of a panel discussing Solutions Against Different Forms of

Discrimination in Higher Education, and the latter to co-chair a workshop on gender equality in student organizations. 

Nordjobb workers in Stockholm twice got a visit from ANSO in the summer, where they were informed about ANSO,
SFG, the conference in Stockholm, Faroe Pride and LGBTQ life in Stockholm in general.

Stockholm Pride: ANSO organized a presentation of Faroe Pride in the Lounge tent in Stockholm Pride Park. Posters
and flyers were used to promote both the presentation and Faroe Pride itself all around Pride Park and in the Pride.

Copenhagen Pride: ANSO shared a tent together with BLUS at the Pride Square at Rådhuspladsen and was highly
visible there. A presentation of ANSO, BLUS and Faroe Pride was organized in the Pride tent and then ANSO activist
participated in Copenhagen Pride Parade with a big ANSO banner.

Göteborg bookfair: Ásta Ósk and Jonna Asplund participated on behalf of ANSO in the panel “Is it okay to be gay in the
Nordic Region”, together with Linda Elstad (SFG) and Jens Rydström at Göteborg Bookfair the 29th of September. The
panel focused primarily on the Faroe Islands, but also discussed other rural areas in the Nordic Region. 

Café Norden: Ásta Ósk was invited to the Föreningen Nordens Ungdomsförbund’s annual event, Café Norden in
October. There she participated in a panel together with the main politicians in the Faroe Islands about “Independence,
identity and Nordic cooperation”

Cooperation with other organizations

FNUF
During the year, a strong connection was made to the Youth League of the Norden Association (Föreningarna Nordens
Ungdomsförbund) which for example is one of few organizations with an observer status in the Nordic Youth Council.
The contact began through the Swedish branch, who invited ANSO to take part in Göteborg bookfair (see above). They
also sent a representative to Faroe Pride, and invited Ásta Ósk to their annual event, Café Norden which took place in
the Faroe Islands. Especially during that event, good contacts were made to all the different Norden Associations, which
should help ANSO in being acknowledged on a Nordic level.

IGLYO
ANSO joined IGLYO in the autumn 2006, and already then sent 2 representatives to their conference in Riga on Mental
Health in December 2006. ANSO contributed to the development of IGLYO’s Strategic Plan, by giving input in the
consultation. From that work, cooperation started between ANSO, SFG and RFSL Ungdom, which resulted in 5
proposals towards IGLYO’s General Meeting of Members (GMM) and 24 amendments to IGLYO’s charter. Many of the
proposals were co-signed by different partners of ANSO around Europe. Some of the issues got through, such as:
greater transparency for example by sending minutes out to all members; IGLYO will continue to be an international
organization, not limiting itself to the Council of Europe; and IGLYO will form an alcohol policy. Ásta Ósk was also
elected as one out of two financial auditors of IGLYO.
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ESU
ANSO contact making with ESU, European Students’ Union (formerly ESIB) mainly started by the participation of ANSO
women in the Femnet meeting in Roskilde (see above). Unfortunately ESU was not able to be a partner with ANSO in
organizing a Study session on heteronormativity in Higher Education (which took place in April 2008), but they seriously
considered it. Linda Elstad then participated in ESU board meetings during the year (see above).

ILGA
ANSO joined ILGA – Europe (The European Region of the International Lesbian and Gay Association) in the autumn of
2007. 

Nordic Student Organizations
During the year various contacts have been made with Nordic Student Unions. In February we started cooperating with
Avalak, the organization of Greenlandic Students in Denmark, when they sent a representative to our conference in
Bergen. They then also sent a representative to Faroe Pride. In the summer we started making contact with MFS,
Meginfelag Føroyskra Studenta, who then participated in Faroe Pride. The existing good connection to the Icelandic
student movement was strengthened, also by their participation in the Faroe Pride. Since ANSO moved its office to the
headquarters of SFS, Sveriges Förenade Studentkårer, valuable connection has been created between the SFS and
ANSO.

Communication
In the autumn the position of PR person was created. The main task of this position is to oversee the different
communication channels that ANSO has. The person chosen for this was Erla Katrine Løvseth.

Forum
Since 2005, ANSO’s main communication tool has been its forum (which can be found at www.anso.dk/forum). It has
secured transparency in all of ANSO’s work and been an easy way of exchanging information. The role of the forum did
not change in essence during 2007, but other ways of communication were also introduced. 

Bulletin
In the summer ANSO started publishing monthly bulletins. During the autumn a total of 4 bulletins were posted. Around
200 people are on an email list receiving these bulletins. They are also posted to ANSO’s Facebook group, which has
about 185 members.

Webpage
ANSO’s webpage was opened on the 2 years anniversary of the ANSO forum, 12th of October, which also happens to be
the Coming Out Day (a day mainly celebrated by U.S. activists). The webpage is still being developed but is supposed to
both serve as a news portal and a place to read everything about ANSO and ANSO’s events.

Wiki
During the year ANSO activists worked on Wikipedia info pages about ANSO. Currently there is an English and a
Swedish page.

Brochure

Since ANSO has been presented at various places during the year a brochure has been designed. It has been in
constant evolution during the year and has probably been printed in a few thousand copies during the year. It has short
information on the history and goals of ANSO, information about the most recent events and the activities coming up.

Press coverage

Conference in Bergen
Studvest – Student Magazine in Bergen, 21. februar 2007: Skeivt nordisk felleskap

Faroe Pride
Gaysir.no: The Norwegian LGBT online portal. 23.07.07: Pride på Færøene

Stockholm Pride: Advertisement for event in Stockholm – Faroe Pride 2007, Nordic Diversity
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ILGA Europe. Euro-Letter No. 145 August 2007. Faroe Pride Successful

pinknews.co.uk. 17.08.07. Faroe Islanders celebrate first year of LGBT protection

pinknews.co.uk. 20.08.07. Pride politician calls for same´sex partnership scheme

San Francisco Bay Times. 30.08.07. Faroes Celebrate Pride.

QX.se. The Swedish LGBT online portal. 17.08.07. Färöarna firar Pride för andra gången.

Sosialurin Nr. 158. Weekend 17-19 August 2007

• Interview with a Danish Gay Parliament member because of the Pride

• The Program of the pride

• One page with a picture and text about the pride

• A letter from a ship crew complaining about all the media attention that the Pride got.

Dimmalætting. 20. August 2007. 

• Large article about the Pride, with many colourful pictures and quotes from the speakers

• Article about a potential registered partnership

• A letter from a member of parliament, complaining about the demands of gay people, i.e. them wanting
registered partnership

Kringvarp Føreya (the state radio). Short news item on their webpage. The pride also got a lot of attention in the radio
itself, for example long interviews with organizers beforeQX.se. The Swedish LGBT online portal. 18.08.07. Danska
politiker firar färöisk Pride

In short
In the year 2007 ANSO started taking steps towards greater professionalism, a more focused work, and clearer goals.
Until now, activities and events have mostly been independent of each other, but now they are inter-connected in a
better way. A great deal of the year was of course spent planning 2008, resulting in for example the following upcoming
events:

• Study session on Heteronormativity in Higher Education, in Budapest, April

• Transgender conference, in Århus, May

• Annual conference focusing on ANSO’s visions and missions, Reykjavík, August
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